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INTRODUCTION

Legislatures face a tension between legislative effectiveness and the inclusion of minority parties in policymaking. On one hand, providing minority party members with a meaningful role in the development of legislation may decrease the efficiency of the policymaking process, decrease the extent to which legislation meets the interests of majority party members, and increase the likelihood of gridlock if minority parties have the power to block legislation. On the other hand, excluding minority party members from the policymaking process may leave a significant portion of the public with no meaningful representation in the development of major legislation. This effective lack of representation is problematic
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for two reasons. First, legislation may fail to address interests held by minority party members and their constituents. Second, a lack of meaningful representation undermines representative democracy and democratic legitimacy.

The degree to which legislatures experience the tension between legislative effectiveness and minority party inclusion varies based on political context and institutional structure. Legislatures with higher levels of partisanship and political polarization may experience greater tension between legislative effectiveness and minority party participation in policymaking, as sharp divisions between political parties may increase the risk of obstruction and complicate cross-party collaboration. In contrast, legislatures governed by multi-party coalitions may be particularly capable of maintaining both policymaking effectiveness and inclusiveness, at least within the governing coalition. In certain political contexts, governments may be motivated to seek a particular tradeoff between effectiveness and inclusiveness. For example, postconflict transitional governments may rationally prioritize minority party inclusion over policymaking effectiveness, especially when inclusive governance may be necessary to ensure government stability.
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Existing approaches to managing the tension between legislative effectiveness and minority party inclusion focus on striking an acceptable balance between the two objectives. However, existing approaches do not allow legislatures to fully achieve both objectives, because these approaches—deliberation, procedural powers, committee composition, and decision rules—favor efficiency over the balanced inclusion of perspectives. This Essay aims to identify a way for legislatures to provide minority parties with the power to influence policy outcomes while also ensuring that policymakers are able to advance legislation effectively and efficiently.

For the sake of simplicity, this Essay will frequently refer to legislatures or governments as the primary decisionmakers in legislative process design. However, these references should not be taken to imply that legislative processes are always the result of conscious decisions made by an internally cohesive institutional actor. In fact, legislative processes may be the result of political compromise, ad hoc decisions by multiple actors, or sheer accident. Indeed, it is possible that certain processes were never consciously designed but rather emerged over time in response to political opportunities and constraints.

The Essay is divided into two parts. Part I identifies and evaluates existing legislative options to promote minority party inclusion in policymaking. Part II proposes a requirement to address member interests as a way to achieve both legislative effectiveness and minority party inclusion and identifies considerations for legislatures regarding the implementation of such a requirement.

I. EXISTING LEGISLATIVE PRACTICES

Legislatures may rely on four categories of options to promote minority party inclusion: deliberation, procedural powers, committee composition, and decision rules. While options in each category offer benefits,
none fully ensures both that minority parties have meaningful input in policymaking and that the legislature is able to develop and pass legislation efficiently.12

A. Deliberation

Legislatures may provide space for minority party members to participate in policymaking through deliberative practices.13 Most simply, legislatures may provide opportunities for formal debate at various points in the legislative process.14 Legislatures may further promote deliberation by requiring proponents of legislation to respond to questions and critiques presented by other members.15 Collective policy design involving large-scale interest mapping also offers a form of indirect deliberation, possibly mediated by process facilitators and collaboration technologies.16

While deliberative practices provide minority party members with a voice in the legislative process, deliberative practices do not directly grant minority party members the power to influence legislation. Minority party members may use deliberation to persuade or pressure majority party members to incorporate minority party interests into legislation. However, depending on the political context, members of the majority may be able
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to ignore minority party input with few repercussions. A structured policy design process that considers all members’ interests may help establish minority party inclusion as a default option, but it does not guarantee that the majority party would incorporate minority party interests in legislation.  

B. Procedural Powers

Legislatures may provide procedural powers that grant minority parties a degree of influence in policymaking. For example, legislatures might require less than majority support to force a vote on legislation, potentially allowing minority parties to influence the legislative agenda. Procedural powers may increase minority party influence over the legislative process; however, influence over the legislative process does not necessarily translate into influence over policy outcomes. Unless procedural powers allow the minority party to obstruct legislation, these powers often do not require the majority party to consider minority party proposals seriously.

C. Committee Composition

Legislatures may also provide minority parties with certain rights at the committee level. Such rights may include proportional representation within each committee or, more consequentially, committee majorities and committee chair positions. Minority party committee control could support minority party inclusion by forcing the majority party to negotiate with minority party members to advance a bill out of committee. However, potential problems remain. Minority party committee control may allow the minority party to obstruct majority-supported legislation in the committee, hindering effective policymaking. A majority party may be able to
avoid such an outcome by ensuring that important legislation is not assigned to committees controlled by the minority party, even though circumventing minority-party-controlled committees undermines the inclusive benefits of committee-level rights.

D. Decision Rules

Legislatures may provide minority parties with the ability to block legislative outcomes through supermajority or consensus decision rules. Such decision rules may be in place for final votes on legislation or for procedural votes earlier in the legislative process. In the U.S. Senate, for example, a procedural vote to end debate requires supermajority support, often allowing the minority party to obstruct legislation through the threat of a filibuster. In contrast, many U.S. state legislative bodies require only majority support to end debate, and among those with supermajority requirements, many chambers place limits on speaking opportunities or time. In cases where the majority party does not have the required supermajority, supermajority or consensus decision rules may effectively grant minority parties the power to constrain the majority party’s legislative agenda. In some legislatures, minority party members may also have opportunities to exercise veto power or initiate referendums to block legislation.

II. A Requirement to Address Member Interests

While existing practices do not fully resolve the tension between inclusiveness and legislative effectiveness, legislatures may be able to establish process requirements to incorporate minority party interests while still
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maintaining an effective legislative process. Specifically, legislatures could require that legislation addresses members’ stated interests absent a compelling reason not to. Such a requirement could provide minority party members with the power to provide input on legislation that the majority party could not simply ignore. At the same time, such a requirement could also allow a majority to advance legislation without the threat of obstruction from a legislative minority.

However, establishing a process requirement that ensures both inclusiveness and legislative effectiveness is not a simple task. A requirement to address member interests must be strong enough to ensure that members’ interests are actually incorporated in legislation. It must also be flexible enough to ensure that a legislative majority can advance legislation efficiently. Whether such a requirement would meet both objectives adequately may depend on how a legislature chooses to structure it. The remainder of this Section identifies decisions that legislatures might face when establishing a requirement to address member interests.

A. How Would Members Identify Their Interests?

A legislative process requirement that focuses on interests may facilitate the inclusion of multiple perspectives in policy. Interests refer to underlying desires and concerns, and interests are often contrasted with positions, which refer to particular desired outcomes. Positions are frequently inflexible, and negotiations in which participants focus on positions may be time-consuming and ineffective at producing agreements. In contrast, interest-based negotiation may give negotiation participants greater flexibility by allowing them to consider a range of potential options that address the interests of multiple participants. By negotiating based on interests rather than positions, participants in a negotiation may increase the odds of an agreement, the total value created by an agreement, and the likelihood that participants perceive the agreement as a win-win outcome.

For members’ interests to be addressed in legislation, members would likely need to communicate their interests to bill sponsors. However, to address an interest adequately, bill sponsors may need information beyond
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a simple statement identifying that interest. To meet this need, legislatures could establish requirements for the information that members must include when submitting an interest. Members might be required to explain in detail what the interest is, how the interest is relevant to the legislation under consideration, and why the interest is important in the context of this legislation. Members might be permitted or required to identify options for addressing the interest through legislation. Members might also provide a formal justification for incorporating identified options into legislation. For example, legislators could offer a benefit-cost analysis or cost effectiveness analysis of possible options.

Establishing requirements for submitted interests presents members with additional benefits. Well-explained interests accompanied by policy options may decrease the research that bill sponsors must do to address the interest. Requiring members to include policy options with submitted interests may provide a way to limit the approaches that bill sponsors must consider before deciding whether there is a compelling reason to decline to address the interest in legislation. Demanding requirements for submitting interests may also serve a gatekeeping function. If members must devote significant time to explaining interests and justifying policy options, members may be less likely to submit frivolous interests to impede legislation. Presenting extensive information about an interest and potential options may also be useful in adjudicating or even avoiding disputes later in the process.

B. To What Extent Must Bill Sponsors Address Interests?

Determining the extent to which bill sponsors must address interests is perhaps the most critical process decision related to a requirement to address member interests. Bill sponsors cannot be obligated to indulge every demand made by minority party members. Indeed, in situations where members have conflicting interests, bill sponsors may not always be able to address all interests adequately. However, if bill sponsors could decline to address an interest for any reason, a requirement to address interests would be little more than a deliberative reason-giving requirement. Legislatures might therefore wish to clarify the extent of a bill sponsor’s obligation to address an interest. Such clarity might both reduce overall disputes and help ensure the requirement is consistent with the legislature’s intent. Moreover, additional interpretive decisions could still be made during a later dispute resolution process.

To establish standards regarding the extent to which bill sponsors must address member interests, a legislature would likely need a way to express the extent to which an interest is addressed. One approach legislatures might consider is a rating system indicating the extent to which a policy proposal would meet a given interest. For example, bill sponsors might rate a policy proposal as (1) a comprehensive achievement of the interest, (2) substantial progress toward the interest, (3) moderate progress toward the interest, or (4) some progress toward the interest. To prevent abuse of the
rating system, members might be permitted to challenge a bill sponsor’s rating, and bill sponsors might then be required to justify or modify their original rating.

Once a rating has been established, bill sponsors might be required to provide a justification for not addressing the interest at a higher rating level. Legislatures could require bill sponsors to demonstrate either that addressing the interest at a higher level would not be possible or that the costs of doing so would outweigh the benefits. Alternatively, legislatures could consider less exacting standards. For example, legislatures could require bill sponsors to demonstrate only that addressing the interest at a higher level would conflict with other interests or increase costs. Legislatures might also establish conditions under which bill sponsors may decline to address an interest entirely—for example, if members did not follow proper procedures for submitting an interest, if the interest is perceived as objectionable, or if the interest is adequately addressed by existing policies.

An example illustrates how members might navigate the demands of a requirement to address interests. Imagine a state legislature is considering a bill to fund construction of a highway through the northern part of the state. Now imagine that two members formally submit interests related to the bill.

The first interest, submitted by a member from the northern part of the state, is that rural communities have easy access to the highway. The member presents an alternative route for the highway as an option that would fully satisfy this interest. In response to this interest, the bill sponsor might argue that any route that would pass closer to a greater number of rural communities would compromise other important interests, resulting in higher travel times between major cities and higher construction costs. The member might then propose an option to address the interest to a lesser degree by building access roads between the highway and rural communities. The bill sponsor might respond by arguing that such access roads would not meet the standard for cost effectiveness used in state transportation planning. The member might follow up with a proposal to address the interest at yet a more modest scale by funding access ramps to connect the highway to access roads constructed by local governments, arguing that the benefits of greater access would outweigh the modest cost to the state. Absent a compelling reason why the member’s argument is flawed, the bill sponsor might be required to address the interest by incorporating the identified option or a similar option into the bill.

The second interest, submitted by a member from the southern part of the state, is that transportation funding be equitable. As an example of an option that would be equitable, the member proposes that residents of the southern part of the state receive a tax credit because their taxes would otherwise pay for a highway that would not directly benefit them. The bill sponsor could argue that they are not obligated to address the interest at all by contesting the assumption that funding the highway would be inequitable. The bill sponsor might point out that previous or planned state-
funded transportation projects disproportionately benefited residents of the southern part of the state, that many southern residents frequently travel through the northern part of the state and would directly benefit from the highway, or that unique characteristics of the northern part of the state, such as a larger population, justify more spending on transportation projects in the north. Suppose, however, that the member was able to demonstrate that the state had unjustifiably spent substantially more on transportation projects in the northern part of the state. The bill sponsor might still argue that providing tax credits to residents in different regions to offset differences in state transportation funding would unduly complicate the state’s tax system and undermine the state’s ability to fund transportation projects. While such reasons may provide a justification for not adopting the member’s proposal, the bill sponsor might still be required to address the interest at a smaller scale, perhaps by incorporating a mandate for a study of transportation funding equity in the bill.

C. **When Would Members Submit Interests?**

To ensure that consideration of member interests would not impede the legislative process, legislatures might limit the time during which members could submit interests. Legislatures might also need to decide when members would submit interests before or after legislation is introduced.

A legislature might allow members to initiate an interest submission period prior to the introduction of legislation by formally declaring an intent to develop legislation on a particular issue. Establishing an interest submission period prior to the introduction of legislation may provide several benefits, such as allowing members to identify opportunities to address a wider range of interests before committing to a particular policy approach. Identifying interests early on might also streamline the legislative process by reducing the need for later revisions. However, submitting interests early in the process also carries risks: members might have difficulty identifying which of their interests might be implicated by planned legislation, and the scope of legislation could also change during the drafting and negotiation process.

Alternatively, a legislature might establish an interest submission period after the introduction of legislation. Submitting interests after legislation is introduced may allow members to identify more effectively the full range of interests implicated by the legislation. However, identifying interests only after legislation is introduced may increase the time needed for revisions if the full range of member interests is not incorporated during the development of initial legislation.

A legislature could also adopt a hybrid approach—allowing members to submit interests both before and after the introduction of legislation. While a hybrid approach might increase the length of the process, it could provide members with opportunities to influence the initial development of legislation while ensuring that all interests relevant to the legislation are
identified. A hybrid approach might also allow for interest submissions at different levels of detail at different points in the legislative process. For example, legislatures might establish a high-level, legislature-wide interest-mapping process to support the development of legislation followed by a period for more in-depth interest submissions after the introduction of legislation.

D. Who Would Be Able to Submit an Interest?

A legislature could permit any member to submit an interest. Such an inclusive approach would allow the legislature to identify a wide range of interests, including idiosyncratic interests held by only a small number of members. However, permitting any member to submit an interest may result in an overwhelming number of submissions, particularly for legislatures without extensive support staff.

An even more inclusive approach might permit any self-identified stakeholder to submit an interest. Allowing stakeholder interest submissions could work well in small local governments or legislatures with an existing participatory framework. In many large legislatures, however, such an approach could result in an unmanageable number of submissions.

Legislatures might choose to set eligibility requirements for submitting interests to ensure the efficient use of legislative resources or to promote a focus on widely held interests. Legislatures have several options for establishing eligibility requirements. Legislatures could require that an interest be submitted by a certain number of members. This approach would conserve legislative resources and would allow the legislature to focus on the most widely supported interests. However, some members’ interests might be excluded, and members might also need to devote substantial resources to coordinating interest submissions with other members.

Legislatures could also choose to make political parties central actors in an interest submission process. For example, a legislature could allow political party leaders or a certain number of members in a party to submit interests on behalf of the party’s members. Such an approach might increase the legislative power of political parties and create incentives to establish smaller, more ideologically cohesive parties. However, individual members whose interests diverge from the interests of their party could be marginalized in the interest submission process.

E. How Would Legislatures Limit the Number of Interests Submitted?

Legislatures might also benefit from limiting the number of interests submitted, even though such a limit could exclude some viewpoints from policy negotiations. Without a limit, bill sponsors could be forced to address an impossibly large number of interests, and members might be able to use the interest submission process to overwhelm bill sponsors and obstruct legislation. Legislatures have several options to limit the number of
interests submitted while still ensuring that members’ most important interests are addressed by legislation.

A legislature could limit the number of interests that a member or political party could submit related to particular legislation. This approach would prevent a small number of members from obstructing legislation while still allowing all members to influence legislation. However, depending on the size of the legislature, bill sponsors could still be required to address hundreds of interests.

Alternatively, a legislature could limit the number of interests that a member or political party could submit over the course of a legislative session. For example, members might identify their highest priority interests and then identify any legislation to which those interests would be relevant. This approach might help reduce the total legislative workload while still requiring bill sponsors to address members’ highest priority interests. By limiting the interests that members could submit, bill sponsors might also be better positioned to anticipate interest submissions and preemptively address those interests in early drafts of legislation. However, this approach might give members little influence on legislation not directly related to their highest-priority interests. Members might also be excluded from the policymaking process on major legislation if none of their prioritized interests are relevant to that legislation and the bill is introduced after members have already reached their interest limit for that session.

Legislatures might also consider a combination of these two approaches. A legislature could establish distinct limits for legislation-specific interests and for high-priority, general interests. A legislature might also allow individual members, groups of members, and parties to submit interests, providing each with their own limits. For example, a legislature might allow parties to identify a set number of high-priority interests each session that could be applied to any relevant legislation. The legislature might also allow groups containing a certain number of members to submit legislation-specific interests, with a limitation on the number of interests which an individual member could support on each bill. The legislature could further allow individual members to submit a certain number of legislation-specific interests each session to ensure that legislation also addresses members’ unique interests.

F. How Would a Requirement to Address Members’ Interests Be Enacted?

Legislatures have several ways to enact a requirement to address members’ interests, including by a constitutional amendment, statute, or rule of the legislature. The options available may vary among legislatures. Three considerations may inform a legislature’s choice of method to enact a requirement.
First, different methods of enacting a requirement likely require varying degrees of support. Constitutional amendments may require supermajority approval or the approval of governmental entities outside the legislature. Statutes may require the approval of the executive, and, in bicameral legislatures, statutes typically require the approval of both houses. In contrast, rules for each house of a bicameral legislature are often adopted separately by each house.

Second, different enactment methods may provide greater flexibility or greater stability to the legislative process. Process flexibility or stability is related to the ease of enacting changes through each method. Rules of the legislature provide greater flexibility, constitutional amendments provide greater stability, and statutes may provide an intermediate position between the two extremes.

Third, the extent to which a requirement is enforceable may depend on the methods chosen to enact it. Courts may have jurisdiction to adjudicate disputes involving constitutional law. However, courts may be less willing to intervene in legislative process requirements rooted in statute or in rules of the legislature.

G. How Would a Requirement to Address Members’ Interests Be Enforced?

Legislatures cannot anticipate every scenario that might arise, and disputes involving the interpretation of a requirement to address members’ interests would need to be adjudicated. Disputes over interpretation of law are generally adjudicated by courts. However, there are reasons to believe that courts may be unable or unwilling to resolve disputes related to a legislative process requirement. Judicial review of the legislative process has frequently been criticized as a threat to democracy and the separation of powers, and courts have often been hesitant to intervene in the legislative
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Legislatures may also prefer to limit judicial oversight, and legislatures might therefore avoid codifying process requirements in a way that could facilitate judicial intervention.

In the absence of robust judicial review of the legislative process, legislatures could establish their own mechanisms to adjudicate process disputes. Such mechanisms could include arbitration panels to resolve legislative process questions or, more simply, an expanded role for a legislature’s parliamentarian. Legislatures could also enforce process requirements through existing informal mechanisms. For example, legislative gatekeepers such as committee chairs and legislative leadership might require that bill sponsors address member interests before allowing a vote on legislation. To balance process efficiency and equity concerns, legislatures could consider a hybrid system where existing gatekeepers make initial determinations with the possibility of appeal to a parliamentarian or dispute resolution panel.

CONCLUSION

A requirement that bill sponsors must address member interests may allow minority parties to influence policymaking while still allowing the majority party to implement its agenda. By promoting both legislative effectiveness and minority party inclusion, such a requirement may result in more broadly acceptable policy outcomes and strengthen democratic legitimacy. A process that requires engagement among members of different political parties might also have ancillary benefits such as reducing polarization. However, designing a requirement that fully ensures both legislative effectiveness and minority party inclusion is likely to be a difficult task, and legislatures may need to determine standards for identifying and addressing interests and a mechanism for resolving disputes.

While expanding the influence of minority parties may not always be advantageous to the majority party in the short term, majority parties may have incentives to implement an inclusive process requirement beyond safeguarding democracy. In legislatures where the majority party might lose its majority party status, an inclusive process requirement could maximize the extent to which the majority party’s interests are met over the long term by allowing the party to implement its agenda efficiently while
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in the majority and protect its core interests while in the minority. In some legislatures, a requirement to address member interests might be more advantageous to the majority party than existing approaches to promoting process inclusiveness. For example, in legislatures that require supermajority support to advance legislation, the majority party could likely implement its agenda more effectively by replacing the supermajority requirement with a requirement to address member interests.

Given the complexity of designing a process requirement that ensures both legislative effectiveness and minority party inclusion, legislatures might benefit from testing various alternatives before establishing a new process requirement. For example, a legislature might test process requirements at the committee level before deciding whether and how to implement a process requirement for the entire legislature. Legislatures could also work with external organizations to run simulations to assess the effectiveness of different process options in a controlled environment. While the initial design of an inclusive process requirement may be determined by trial and error, emerging best practices may eventually simplify the decisionmaking process for legislatures seeking to establish a requirement to address member interests.
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